The Leader In Deception Technology
The Most Effective Solution To Stop Advanced Attacks
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The average number of days
an attacker spends inside your
network before being detected
Once inside your network,

illusive networks® is pioneering deceptionbased cybersecurity with its award winning
Deceptions Everywhere® technology.
By creating a deceptive layer across the entire network agentlessly deployed on every endpoint, server, and network
- illusive networks disrupts and detects breaches with sourcebased, real-time forensics without interrupting business.

advanced attackers persistently
and patiently seek out information
needed to move laterally towards
their objective: your critical assets.

69%
Of organizations learned of a
breach from outside agencies
Data breaches are revealed to the
victims most commonly by the
U.S. Secret Service and the Federal

illusive networks changes the asymmetry
of cyber warfare
• Provide a complete solution with Deceptions Everywhere approach
• Advanced attackers can’t tell what is real and what is deceptive data
• Detect lateral movements after the attacker has penetrated

your defenses
• Capture real-time, high fidelity forensic data at the attack source
• Proactively show areas of compromise before, during, and after

an attack

Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

85%
Of budgets are spent on
prevention technologies
Prevention is not enough as data

Agentless
Deployment

breaches are on the rise. Attackers
are relentless and their methods
evolve faster than legacy technology.

www.illusivenetworks.com

Early Attack
Detection

Zero False
Positives

Detect And Deceive Advanced Attackers

Deceptions Everywhere®

Weave a deceptive layer of information to every endpoint and server.
illusive covers your entire network with deceptions, creating an endless maze of false
data. An attacker can’t distinguish between real and fake information and progressing
towards your critical assets becomes virtually impossible without being detected.

Deception Management System™

Automatically creates an optimized, best-fit, deceptive environment.
The illusive Deception Management System™ (DMS) uses advanced machine-learning to
foresee and preempt cyber attack vectors. Deceptions are automatically created, instantly
diversified and optimally deployed based on your corporate environment conventions.
The intuitive DMS interface makes deploying, motioning and scaling a solution quick and
easy, while the agentless technology ensures zero impact to business operations and
working environments.

Attacker View™

See what the attacker sees. Map your entire network and identify potential risks.
Expose attackers by turning their strengths into weaknesses. Attacker View™ puts you
inside the mind of an attacker, allowing you to view your entire network from their
perspective enabling you to analyze, assess and mitigate potential attack risks.

Real-Time Forensics

Actionable breach alerts provide real-time forensics at the source.
illusive provides concrete evidence of a breach, containing all supportive forensics at
the initiation of an attack, in real-time. Because valid users don’t wander into the layer
of deceptions, anyone that does is immediately identified and reported as a threat. The
comprehensive forensics unveils attack location, path, techniques and context, that
enable an efficient incident response process.
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